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Root-end management: resection,
cavity preparation, and material
placement
JOHN J. STROPKO, GLEN E. DOYON & JAMES L. GUTMANN
Current protocols for root-end management in apical microsurgery are described. The dramatic increase in light
and magnification as the advent of the surgical operating microscope (SOM) for use in endodontic apical surgery
has caused a renewed examination of the rationale, indications, techniques, instrumentation, and materials for rootend procedures. Additional research and increased use of the SOM in endodontic surgery have elucidated many
shortcomings of previous techniques. Root-end resection, root-end bevel, root-end preparation, and root-end
filling are discussed. The steps necessary to achieve a predictable result in performing surgical root-end procedures
using the enhanced vision of the SOM are presented.

Root-end resection – rationale
Review of the literature over the last decade supports
the following common indications for resection of the
apical portion of the root during periradicular surgery
(1) (Fig. 1):
 Removal of pathologic processes – Some examples
include symptomatic fractured root apices, suspected contaminated apices (retained microorganisms and biofilms), root apices with tenaciously
attached pathologic tissue, and removal of foreign
material in the apical portion of the canal.
 Removal of anatomic variations – The anatomic
variations most commonly encountered are apical
deltas, accessory canals, apical canal bifurcations,
severe curves, lateral canals, and calcifications.
 Removal of operator errors in non-surgical treatment –
These include complications such as ledges, blockages, zips, perforations, and separated instruments.
 Enhanced removal of the soft tissue lesion – Root
resection is often necessary to gain access to deeply
placed soft tissue around the root in order to secure
an adequate biopsy.
 Access to the canal system – In cases where the major
canal systems are blocked with, for example, a postcore restoration, and the apical portion of the canal
has not been properly cleaned, shaped, or obtu-









rated, root-end resection (RER) may be necessary
to manage the untreated portion of the root canal
system (Fig. 2).
Evaluation of the apical seal – This can occur in
conjunction with the previous indication, when the
canal obturation is questionable, yet access to the
entire root system with non-surgical retreatment is
impractical or impossible.
Creation of an apical seal – This is one of the most
common indications for RER. In cases where the
root canal treatment has already been performed
non-surgically, RER may be necessary to create an
environment for access and vision so that an
adequate apical seal can be achieved.
Reduction of fenestrated root apices – This situation
is most common in maxillary teeth, but can occur
anywhere in the dentition. Possible contributing
factors include age, anatomical anomalies, orthodontics, and trauma.
Evaluation for aberrant canals and root fractures –
In some cases, the root canal obturation is judged
to be satisfactory and the etiology of failure is not
clinically or radiographically evident. RER will
potentially expose these aberrant canal communications, complete, or incomplete vertical fractures, which can be detected on a stained root-end
bevel (REB). (See following section on staining.)
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Fig. 1. (A) Surgically exposed root apex with obvious
laceration of the root canal at the root end and
overextension of the filling material. (B) Root-end
resection removing approximately 3 mm of the root apex.

The validity of these indications, and the rationale for
their use, resides in each individual case being treated.

RER – the bevel
Long bevel vs. short bevel
When the apical end of a root is removed, the remaining
surface of the root is described as having been
‘bevelled.’ The amount and degree of the resected
bevel are of utmost importance. The overall crown/
root ratio, presence of posts or other obstacles, root
anatomy, remaining crestal bone, and the periodontal
status of the tooth must be considered. If the bevel is
made in the traditional manner at a 20–451 bucco-
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Fig. 2. Double root canal systems in single roots. (A) Root
with obturated canals; root had been placed in India ink
dye for 5 days and cleared chemically. Note the complexity
of the canal systems and the leakage pattern. Root-end
resection (RER) would be necessary to remove these
irregularities. (B) Cleared extracted root with two canals.
Note that both canals are not clean (brownish material),
and that one canal is cleaned and shaped significantly short
of the desired length. Canal irregularities are present. RER
of the apical 3 mm would be necessary to remove these
uncleaned areas and enable proper cleaning and sealing.

lingual incline, more of the palatal or lingual aspect of
the root will be left untreated (2–5). This situation
occurs when the surgeon is trying to be conservative in
order to maintain a more favorable crown/root ratio.
Because 98% of apical canal anomalies and 93% of
lateral canals system ramifications occur in the apical
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Fig. 4. The ‘long’ bevel minimizes tooth structure to the
lingual and makes it more difficult for the operator to
visualize the long axis of the tooth. Courtesy Dr Gary B.
Carr, San Diego, CA, USA.

Fig. 3. The ‘long’ bevel (451) removes more root structure
and increases the probability of overlooking important
lingual anatomy. The ‘shorter’ bevel (61) conserves root
structure, maintains a better crown/root ratio, and
increases the ability to visualize important lingual
anatomy.

3 mm, it is essential that at least 3 mm of the root end is
removed (6–8). Long bevels require the removal of an
excessive amount of root structure to include the
lingual, or palatal 3 mm of the root apex. If the bevel is
closer to 01, more root structure can be conserved,
improving the crown/root ratio while meeting the
objective of removing the vast majority of apical
ramifications (Fig. 3).
The long bevel creates a spatial disorientation that is
often difficult to overcome regarding the true long axis
of the canal system (Fig. 4). As it is difficult to visualize
the long axis of the tooth, the subsequent root-end
preparation (REP) will usually not be within the long
axis of the canal. Failure to comprehend this concept is
the primary reason that perforations to the lingual, or
palatal, occur (9) (Fig. 5). Another consideration for
the 01 bevel is that the cavo-surface marginal dimensions of the preparation will be considerably decreased,
therefore allowing an easier and more predictable seal.
A good axiom to consider is this: whatever the angle of
the bevel, it is almost always greater than it appears to
be (7, 9).
Knowledge of root anatomy is especially important
when there are more than two canals in one root. This
anatomical complexity was identified and delineated
over 100 years ago (10), and its implications in surgical

Fig. 5. (A) The ‘long,’ but conservative bevel of the
mesiobuccal (MB) root did not address the more the
second mesiobuccal root canal (MB2) of this maxillary
first molar. (B) Not only was the MB2 canal completely
‘missed’, but there was an inadvertent perforation of the
MB root – and incomplete bevel of distobuccal (DB) root
end.

endodontics were highlighted 70 years ago (11) (Fig.
6). This occurs most commonly in maxillary premolars
and in the mesial roots of nearly all molars; however,
multiple canals can occur in any root (12–14).
Ideally, the short bevel (01) is as perpendicular to the
long axis of the tooth as possible in order to predictably
achieve several important criteria:
 Conservation of root length – When a long bevel
(20–451) is made, more tooth structure has to be
removed in order to expose the anatomical apex of
the tooth (5, 7, 9) (Fig. 7). With a long bevel, an
inordinate amount of root structure would have to
be removed in order to include the entire apical
3 mm.
 Less chance of missing lingual anatomy – The short
bevel allows inclusion of lingual anatomy with less
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Fig. 6. (A, B) Diagrams taken from Peter (11). These are drawings from the 1901 publication (10) by Gustav Prieswerk
that emphasized the complexity of the root canal systems located in roots with multiple canals.

Fig. 7. (A) The long bevel has a greater cavo-surface margin
length with a greater probability of leakage. (B) The short
bevel has a shorter cavo-surface margin length to seal and,
therefore, decreases the chances of leakage. Courtesy Dr
Gary B. Carr, San Diego, CA, USA.

reduction. With the long bevel, there is a decreased
probability of encroachment on the lingual root
surface (Figs 2, 3 and 8, 9).
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 A shorter cavo-surface margin – If multiple canals
are present, the distance between them will increase
as the angle of the bevel increases. As it is
recommended that the isthmus also be prepared, a
shorter bevel allows for a shorter cavo-surface
margin length in the completed REP (7).
 Less chance of an incomplete resection – The shorter
bevel makes it easier for the operator to resect the
root end completely and not leave a ‘lingual cusp,’
or incomplete resection (7–9, 15).
 Easier to detect multiple or aberrant canals – When
the short bevel is prepared, more lingual anatomy
can be accessed (7–9, 15).
 Less exposed dentinal tubules – As the dentinal
tubules are more perpendicularly oriented to the
long axis of the tooth, the short bevel will expose
fewer tubules (Fig. 10A). The long bevel opens more
tubules to be exposed to the environment, which can
allow more micro-leakage over a period of time.

Root-end management

Fig. 8. (A) Multiple apical foramina evident on the palatal
surface of the mesiobuccal (MB) root of a maxillary first
molar. If this were resected with a long bevel, the canals
and exits would be overlooked. (B) Long bevel resection
of an MB root of a maxillary first molar shows the main
canal with gutta-percha and sealer; an isthmus is above it
and a second, uncleaned canal is visible; then an isthmus is
above this second canal, and at the very tip of the resected
surface an additional canal is present with gutta-percha.
Management of this complex anatomy requires a much
shorter bevel and a significantly more resected root face
around the most palatally placed canal to permit
thorough debridement and preparation.

Fig. 9. (A) The long bevel does not address an adequate
amount of the lingual portion of the root apex and
important apical anatomy is overlooked by the surgeon.
(B) The apical portion of the long bevel causes the lingual
wall to be very thin and more susceptible to perforation.

 Easier to maintain REP within the long axis –
Instrumentation of the REP should be kept within
the long axis of the tooth to avoid unnecessary or
excess removal of radicular dentin. The longer the
bevel, the more difficult it is to envision and
maintain the REP within the long axis of the tooth
(7–9, 15) (Fig. 10B).
 Easier to include the isthmus in the REP if multiple
canals are present in a single root – The cleaning and

Fig. 10. (A) The long bevel exposes more dentinal tubules
at an angle so they are left open to cause possible future
contamination, or leakage, to the REF. (B) The long bevel
disorients the surgeon, and the tendency for a lingual
perforation of the root-end preparation is increased.

preparation of the isthmus that usually exists
between the canals whether or not it is visible after
the REB is very important. When there are multiple
canals in a root, isthmus tissue is present 100% of
the time at the 4 mm level (16). The short bevel
facilitates the isthmus preparation by allowing a
better ‘mental picture’ of the long axis of the tooth
(3, 7–9, 15).
Ideally, the root-end bevel (REB) is kept as short, or
as perpendicular to the long axis of the root as practical,
to facilitate complete resection and to expose the entire
apical canal system (3, 8, 9, 15). However, after positive
identification of the features on the surface of the bevel
has been made, it may be necessary to increase the angle
of bevel slightly, to achieve better access for instruments, for improved vision, and/or to enhance
ergonomics for the patient and clinician.

Instrumentation and technique
After the cortical bone is removed to unroof the lesion,
the soft tissue is curetted from the crypt and the rootend exposed. Adequate hemostasis is established if
necessary with appropriate hemostatic agents such as
ferric subsulfate (Cut-trol, Ichthys Enterprises, Mobile,
AL, USA), Telfa pads (Tyco Healthcare, Mansfield,
MA, USA), CollaCote (Sulzer Dental, Carlsbad, CA,
USA), calcium sulfate (LifeCore, Chaska, MN, USA),
SurgiPlaster (ClassImplant, Rome, Italy), CollaCote
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Fig. 12. The Impact Air 45 hand piece, with fiber optics,
enhances efficiency, safety, and vision.

Fig. 11. Three essential surgical length burs will
accomplish all that is necessary to achieve an efficient
root-end resection and refinement of the root-end bevel.
(top) Lindemann bone cutting bur, (middle) #6 or #8
Round bur, (bottom) #1170 or #1171 tapered-fissure
surgical length bur.

(Integrat, Plainsboro, NJ, USA), and the root end is
resected as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Although many instruments and burs are available to
complete the RER and REB, there is no need to
complicate a rather straightforward procedure. Essentially, there are only three surgical length burs necessary
to accomplish the required tasks regarding the RER
and REB. They are: (1) the #6 or #8 round bur (S. S.
White, Lakewood, NJ, USA), for osseous access and
gross removal of the apex; (2) the Lindemann bone bur
(Brasseler USA, Savannah, GA, USA), for rapid hard
tissue removal and cutting the initial root bevel; and (3)
the #1170 or #1171 bur (S. S. White), for refinement
of the bevelled surface (Fig. 11). Note that, removal of
a minimum of 3 mm of the root apex is necessary, as
most canal aberrations and/or abnormalities that may
have contributed to the unfavorable response to nonsurgical treatment are within this zone (6, 8, 15, 16).
A high-speed handpiece that has no air exiting from
the working end, such as a Palisades Dental Impact Air
45 handpiece (Star Dental, Lancaster, PA, USA) (Fig.
12), should be used to eliminate the possibility of air
emphysema or an air embolism beneath the flap in the
soft tissues (9, 17). For these reasons, a standard highspeed handpiece should never be used.
As the anesthetized bone in the endodontic surgical
site has a temporary decrease in blood supply, it is more
sensitive to heat. Therefore, small changes in the
technical aspects of osseous removal may significantly
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affect bone physiology and viability (1). Bonfield & Li
(18) reported that at temperatures from 1501C to
901C, there was an irreversible bone deformation
because of both a reorientation of the structure of
collagen and a weakening of the bonds between the
collagen and hydroxyapatite. These findings are consistent with protein denaturation subsequent to a burn
injury. Eriksson and co-workers (19–23) noted that
above 401C, a hyperemia occurred as the blood flow
increased. At a thermal stimulus of 50–531C for 1 min,
there was blood flow stasis with ultimate death of the
vascular network within 2 days. Heating of bone to
601C, or more, resulted in permanent cessation of
blood flow and tissue necrosis.
Most studies using rotary instruments to generate
heat are confounded by such variables as speed of
drilling, pressure, air conduction, amount of coolant,
accumulation of chips and debris, and friction (1). In
any event, during the removal of osseous tissue,
adequate coolant must be applied and the cutting must
be performed with a light, brushing stroke. All burs
used in apical surgery must have shapes that cut sharply
and flutes that are far enough apart to shed debris and
avoid ‘clogging.’ Clogging can result in decreased
efficiency and unintentional over heating of tissue (24).
The use of diamond burs to remove osseous tissue is
not recommended because of their inefficiency and
tendency to overheat the osseous tissues. The excessive
heat causes necrosis, and can result in an extremely slow
healing rate (24, 25) Using newer burs with sharp
cutting edges will also improve efficiency and accuracy
while decreasing the chances of over heating the
osseous tissues.
During RER, REB, or the refinement of the bevel,
some new bleeding may occur. Hemostasis must be reestablished before continuing with further root-end
procedures as it is imperative that the operator
maintains complete control of the surgical environment. Note that it is of utmost importance to complete
one step fully before proceeding to another!

Root-end management

Methylene blue staining
After complete hemostasis is achieved, the bevelled
surface is ready for close inspection to be certain that
the REB has been properly completed. The resected
root end is rinsed and dried with an irrigator (Stropko
Irrigator, Vista Dental, Racine, WI, USA). The dried
surface is then stained with 1% methylene blue (MBS)
(8, 15, 26), which is allowed to remain undisturbed on
the resected surface for 10–15 s before once again
gently flushing with a sterile solution and drying with
an irrigator (Fig. 13A). As the MBS only discolors
organic material, it readily defines the anatomy within,
or around, the resected root end with a deep blue color.
If there are any fractures, tissue remnants in the
isthmus, or accessory canals present, the staining
process will greatly enhance the operator’s ability to
see them. When used properly, the MBS will delineate

the periodontal ligament and the operator can be sure
the apex has been completely resected (7) (Figs 13B
and C).
To obtain the maximum benefits of MBS, and to
inspect the bevelled surface thoroughly:
 the surface must be clean and dry before applying
the MBS;
 the MBS must be applied for 10–15 s to saturate the
surface and periodontal ligament;
 the surface must then be rinsed and dried thoroughly; and
 the REB should be examined using varying powers
of the SOM to see whether the RER is complete and
to insure that no abnormalities are present.
If after MBS there is an accessory canal present, the
easiest way to manage this anatomical entity is to bevel
past it and re-stain the surface to be sure that the defect is
completely eliminated. Alternately, the accessory canal
can be simply ‘troughed out,’ leaving the bevel as it is. If
a white background such as Telfa pads, CollaCote, or
calcium sulfate has been used to aid in hemostasis, or
vision enhancement, it should be replaced after staining
so that more light is reflected and vision renewed.

REP
Ultrasonic REP

Fig. 13. (A) MBS is applied to the root-end bevel with a
micro-applicator and allowed to remain on the surface for
a short period of time. (B, C) Methylene Blue staining
enhances vision and defines possible fractures, accessories,
lateral canals, isthmus tissue, contaminated root surface,
periodontal ligaments, etc. Courtesy Dr Gary B. Carr, San
Diego, CA, USA.

Prior to ultrasonic instrumentation, various types of
rotary handpieces and ‘mini-burs’ were used. Because
of the necessity of using a ‘straight-in approach,’ it was
not possible to maintain the REP within the confines of
the long axis of the tooth and perforation of the lingual
surface could easily occur (see Fig. 10B). With the
advent of ultrasonic instrumentation, and the array of
angled tips currently available to the operator, it is now
possible to prepare a REP that will adequately and
predictably accept several different root-end filling
(REF) materials. The requirements for an REP include
(3, 7–9, 15):
 the apical 3 mm of the canal system is thoroughly
cleaned and shaped;
 the preparation is parallel to, and centered within,
the anatomic outline of the pulpal space;
 there is adequate retention form for the ref material
used,
 all isthmus tissue is removed; and
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Fig. 14. The first ultrasonic tips available – CT tips
(www.eie2.com).

 the remaining dentinal walls are not weakened.
The use of any one of a number of ultrasonic units will
allow the operator to complete the REP. The Satelec P5 (Mount Laurel, NJ, USA), EMS MiniEndo (SybronEndo, Orange, CA, USA), NSK (Brasseler, Savannah,
GA, USA), and Spartan (Obtura-Spartan, Fenton,
MO, USA) units are currently the most common and
all have a good reputation for performance, reliability,
and versatility (27). Some older EMS units only accept
tips made for its European thread, but the newer
models accept all of the common tips manufactured in
the United States.
There are a multitude of ultrasonic tips to choose
from and they come in all shapes and sizes. The first tips
made for endodontic apical microsurgery were the CT
series tips (PERF online at www.eie2.com or SybronEndo). They are made of stainless steel, very popular,
and are still in widespread use today (Fig. 14).
Some tips have special surface coatings to increase
their cutting efficiency. Diamond-coated tips are very
efficient and especially useful for removing gutta-percha
from the REP. Because of their efficiency, the surgeon
must avoid the tendency to overprepare the REP. In
addition, care must be exercised when using diamondcoated tips because they can leave a heavily abraded
surface. The debris generated by these tips can collect in
these abrasions surface and if not removed can affect the
apical seal of the REF (28). The KiS ultrasonic tips
(Obtura-Spartan, Fenton, MO, USA) use port technology and deliver a constant stream of water aimed
directly at the working end of the tip (8, 15) (Fig. 15).
Ticonium-coated tips (ProUltra, DENTSPLY Tulsa
Dental, Tulsa, OK, USA) are also very efficient. Like all
tips, they provide excellent vision for the operator
during the REP. These are just two of the hundreds of
tip designs available today in the worldwide market.
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Fig. 15. The diamond-coated KiS ultrasonic tips are very
effective and utilize newer vent technology. The water
spray is directed into the root-end preparation , efficiently
eliminating debris and helping to prevent overheating of
the root end.

The most important consideration in the use of
ultrasonics is not the brand of the unit, or type of tip,
but how the instrument is used. The tendency for the
new operator is to use the ultrasonic in the same
manner (pressure-wise) as the hand piece. The secret is
an extremely light touch! In general, the lighter the
touch, the more efficient the cutting efficiency will be.
The correct amount of water is also important. If too
much spray is used, visibility and cutting efficiency are
both decreased. If too little water is used, the necessary
amount of cooling and rinsing of the debris will not
occur. This can cause overheating of the REP. Microcracks and decreased vision may be the undesired result
(3, 7–9, 15). Numerous studies have shown that when
ultrasonic instrumentation is used properly, microcracks are uncommon and should be of no concern to
the clinician (29–31). In addition, use of ultrasonic
instrumentation for REP, in place of the traditional, or
miniature, hand piece results in cleaner preps and fewer
perforations (30, 32). With the advent of ultrasonic
techniques for the preparation of the root end, the use
of a rotary hand piece is not advocated for root-end
cavity preparation in apical surgery.

Root-end management

Fig. 16. After root-end resection and visualization of the
resected surface, two canals with a uniting isthmus are
usually visible and need to be addressed.

If the canal is large and/or filled with gutta-percha, a
diamond-coated anterior KiS tip can be used most
effectively. The various left- and right-angled tips are
necessary on occasion, but in most cases, the anteriortype tips will suffice. The keys to successful preparation
are to apply the cutting tips slowly, using a gentle, light,
brushing motion.
The use of ultrasonic instrumentation is especially
useful in the preparation of an isthmus between two
canals present in one root. This is a commonly required
procedure during apical microsurgery. For example,
two canals can be present as much as 93% of the time in
the mesiobuccal root of the maxillary first molars, and
59% in maxillary second molars (12, 15, 34). Following
RER and visualization of the resected surface, two
canals with a uniting isthmus are usually visible (Fig.
16). For this reason, it is important to routinely prepare
the isthmus, whether it is defined by staining, or not,
because if the isthmus is just coronal to the bevelled

Fig. 17. When the isthmus is just coronal to the bevelled
surface, the isthmus must be prepared or the
contaminated pulp tissue just beneath the surface will
not be eliminated. Postsurgical remodelling of the
bevelled root surface could possibly result in the entire
canal system becoming susceptible to bacterial invasion.

surface, post-surgical remodelling of the bevelled root
surface may expose the entire canal system to the
periradicular tissues. If the non-surgical root canal
treatment fails to clean the canal system thoroughly or
coronal leakage is present, failure may ensue (Fig. 17).
A good rule to follow is to always prepare an isthmus
when there are two canals in one root.
For the preparation of an isthmus, a CT-X explorer
(SybronEndo), or a sharp restorative chisel (1) may be
used to ‘scratch’ a ‘tracking groove’ between the canals.
With the water spray turned off, a CT-1 tip (SybronEndo), or any sharp, pointed ultrasonic tip can be
used, at low power, to deepen the tracking groove. Not
using a water spray allows excellent vision for the
creation of the ‘tracking groove,’ but the groove should
only be deepened enough without the water spray to
make it more definitive and easy to follow. The water
spray should be resumed as soon as possible to allow for
appropriate cooling and cleaning of the REP.
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Fig. 18. Left to right: ‘tapping’ the rheostat until a series
of ‘dots’ are created on the isthmus as a guide. It is then a
simple matter of connecting the dots to create the initial
‘tracking groove’ to prevent inadvertent ‘slipping-off’
from the desired isthmus track.

If difficulty is experienced when trying to establish a
tracking groove, the ‘dot technique’ may be used. With
the CT-1 tip inactivated and no water spray, place the
pointed tip exactly where desired and just lightly ‘tap’
the rheostat for an instant. The process is repeated
again, and again, as many times as necessary, until there
are a series of ‘dots’ created on the isthmus. It is then a
simple matter of connecting the dots to create the
initial ‘tracking groove’ as described in the preceding
paragraph (Fig. 18). The accuracy of cutting is then
maintained and the probability of ‘slipping off’ a small,
or thin, bevelled surface is eliminated.
After the groove is deep enough to guide the tip, the
water spray is turned back on and the preparation is
deepened to 3 mm while using a similar small, pointed
tip. Then, a larger and more efficient coated tip is used
to finish the walls and flatten out the floor of the REP to
the desired finish.
Of particular interest in the development of the apical
preparation is the buccal aspect of the internal wall of
the prep. Often, this area is not cleaned adequately
because of the angulations of the ultrasonic tip within
the canal system (Fig. 19). If there is some gutta-percha
‘streaming up’ the side of the wall, it is usually very time
consuming, or futile, to remove this gutta-percha with
an ultrasonic tip. The most effective way to finish the
REP is to use a small plugger and fold the gutta-percha
coronally, so the wall is clean once more.
A clean and dry apical root-end cavity preparation is
essential for good visibility when using the SOM.
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Fig. 19. Close attention must be given to the buccal wall
of the root-end preparation. There is a tendency for debris
(in this case, gutta-percha) to collect there while preparing
the REP and can be easily overlooked. Courtesy Dr Gary
B. Carr, San Diego, CA, USA.

Throughout the process, and after completion of the
REP, the cavity should be rinsed and dried with a small
irrigator/aspiration tip if possible. If a 25- or 27gauge-irrigating needle has been ‘pre-bent’ to a similar
shape as the ultrasonic tip used for the REP, the
ergonomics of using the irrigator will be more efficient
(Fig. 20). Subsequently, the cavity is inspected using
various levels of magnification and sizes of micromirrors (Fig. 21) to confirm that the preparation is
within the long axis of the canal system and all debris
has been removed (Fig. 22). As an alternative, some
surgeons choose to use small segments of paper points
to dry the cavity; however, this may leave particles of
paper in the preparation or may fail to provide a
thorough drying in all dimensions.
The smear layer consists of organic and inorganic
substances, including fragments of odontoblastic processes, microorganisms, and necrotic materials (35).
The presence of a smear layer prevents penetration of
intracanal medication into the irregularities of the root
canal system and the dentinal tubules and also prevents
complete adaptation of obturation materials to the
prepared root canal surface (36). If the surgeon is
satisfied that all other requirements for the REP have

Root-end management

Fig. 20. ‘Pre-bending’ of a 25- or 27- gauge irrigating
needle to a shape similar to the ultrasonic tip used for the
root-end preparation; the ergonomics of using the
irrigator will be more efficient.

Fig. 22. The Stropko irrigator can direct a precise stream
of water or air into the root-end preparation (REP),
enhancing the inspection process. (A) Water is used to
flush out debris; then, (B) air is used to dry the REP for
better vision, and (C) the clean and dry REP is ready for
inspection.

Fig. 21. Various sizes and shapes of micro-mirrors are
used to monitor the progress of the entire root-end
procedure.

been met, the smear layer can be effectively removed by
etching with either 10% citric acid gel (Ultradent, Salt
Lake City, UT, USA), 17% EDTA (Pulpdent, Watertown, MA, USA), BioPuret (DENTSPLY Tulsa
Dental), or 35% phosphoric acid gel (Ultra-Etch,
Ultradent) (36–38). After etching, the REP is again
thoroughly rinsed, dried, and re-examined under
varying powers of magnification (Fig. 23).
The underlying reason for endodontic failures is
almost invariably because of persistent infection of the
root canal space (39). In the majority of cases requiring
non-surgical retreatment, Enterococcus faecalis is the
main and persistent microbial species (40–44). If the
vast majority of teeth requiring endodontic surgery do

Fig. 23. SEM of an apical root cavity that has been
subjected to acid etching using 10% citric acid combined
with 3% Fe2Cl3) (  420). Note the patent dentinal
tubules and clean walls. Photo previously unpublished
used to support data found in (38).

not responding favorably to previous non-surgical
endodontic treatment, it is imperative that treatment be directed at eradicating bacterial infection
including E. faecalis from within the REP. Two percent
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chlorhexidine (CHX) gluconate is an effective antimicrobial irrigating agent for this purpose, and is
available as a liquid or gel (Ultradent) (45–50). Once
the REP has been cleaned, dried, thoroughly inspected,
and the smear layeres removed, it should be irrigated
with 2% CHX liquid for 15 s or 2% CHX gel for 1 min
(47), then once again, thoroughly rinsed and dried.
The use of the CHX in a gel, rather than the liquid, may
take slightly more time but, the surgeon has better
control over its placement. The REP is now complete
and ready to be filled (Fig. 22C).

REF
Filling materials
At this point in the microsurgical procedure, the tissues
have been retracted, bleeding in the surgical crypt is
well managed, and the REP is ready to fill. The ideal
material for use as an REF should meet the following
requirements (8, 9, 15):
1. Provide for easy manipulation and placement with
adequate working time.
2. Maintain dimensional stability after being inserted.
3. Seal the REP completely.
4. Conform and adapt easily to the various shapes and
contours of the REP.
5. Be biocompatible and promote cementogenesis.
6. Be non-porous and impervious to all periapical
tissues and fluids.
7. Be insoluble in tissue fluids, not corrode or oxidize.
8. Be non-resorbable.
9. Be unaffected by moisture.
10. Be bacteriostatic, or not encourage bacterial growth.
11. Be radiopaque, or easily discernable on radiographs.
12. Not discolor tooth structure of the surrounding
tissues.
13. Be sterile, or easily and quickly sterilizable
immediately before insertion.
14. Be easily removed if necessary.
15. Be non-carcinogenic, and non-irritating to the
periapical tissues.
There are several materials currently available for the
REF, each having been used with varying degrees of
success (51–58). They include, among many others,
amalgam, IRM (DENTSPLY Caulk, Milford, DE,
USA), Super-EBA (S-EBA, Bosworth, Skokie, IL,
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USA), Optibond (Kerr, Orange, CA, USA), Geristore
(DenMat, Santa Maria, CA, USA), and, most recently,
mineral trioxide aggregate (Pro Roott MTA, DENTSPLY Tulsa Dental).

Amalgam
For many years, amalgam was the only commonly
available REF material. Its radiopacity is the better than
any other REF materials (Fig. 24). Retrospective
studies demonstrate both long-term success and
long-term failure. Research indicates that amalgam
exhibits the greatest amount of leakage when compared
with newer materials such as S-EBA and MTA (1, 44,
51, 59, 60), oftentimes ending in amalgam corrosion
and significant tissue argyria (Fig. 25). Furthermore,
there is no evidence to demonstrate its ability to
support tissue regeneration (1). Moreover, in many
parts of the world, there is a general controversy over
the presence of mercury in amalgam, and therefore,
there appears to be no valid reason to continue its use as
REF material (61).

Zinc oxide-eugenol cements
Historically, zinc oxide-eugenol cements have been
used extensively as REF materials. The two most widely
accepted are IRM (DENTSPLY Caulk) and Super EBA

Fig. 24. Radiopacity of amalgam is better than any
currently used root-end filling materials.
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Fig. 25. Corrosion and breakdown of apically placed
amalgams often lead to extensive tissue argyria.

(S-EBS, Bosworth, Skokie, IL, USA). Dorn & Gartner
(57) reviewed REFs in 194 cases and evaluated the
success rates of S-EBA, IRM, and non-zinc high copper
amalgam. The success rates over a 10-year period were
reported to be 95% for EBA, 91% for IRM, and 75% for
amalgam. Tissue responses demonstrated repair as
opposed to regeneration, a response no different from
that observed with gutta-percha (58, 62). Both IRM
and S-EBA exhibit similar and favorable properties and
are clinically and histopathologically better than amalgam (9): some of these desirable properties include:















ease of manipulation,
adequate working time,
dimensional stability,
placement and ease of adaptation in the REPs,
biocompatibility,
imperviousness to tissue fluids,
lack of corrosion or oxidation,
unaffected by moisture,
bacteriostatic,
radiopaque,
will not discolor tooth or surrounding tissues,
easily removable,
non-carcinogenic, and
predictable over time.

When solubility was measured in a buffered phosphate solution, both IRM and S-EBA exhibited no
significant signs of disintegration after a 6-month
period (62). The addition of ortho-ethoxybenzoic acid
to the formulation of S-EBA decreased the amount of

the tissue-irritating eugenol in the liquid portion of the
formula to 37.5% vs. 99% eugenol in the IRM liquid
(63).
The ability to create a conservative, anatomically
correct REP with ultrasonic armamentarium demanded an alternative to amalgam as an REF material
and led to the popularity of S-EBA for this purpose.
While leakage patterns with the use of S-EBA as a filling
material following ultrasonic REPs were disturbing
(64), Rubinstein & Kim (65) reported the short-term
success of endodontic surgery using microsurgical
techniques and S-EBA as an REF. All 94 cases included
in the study were treated by a single clinician. Postoperative radiographs were taken every 3 months for a
12-month period until the lamina dura was completely
restored, or the case had clinically failed. Successful
healing, evaluated radiographically, was 96.8%. In a
follow-up study (66), clinical examinations were made
and radiographs were evaluated 5–7 years after the cases
had first been considered healed. The same criteria for
evaluating successful healing were applied. Of the 59
cases examined, 54 (91.5%) remained healed, whereas
five (8.5%) showed evidence of apical deterioration.
The setting time of S-EBA can be unpredictable,
sometimes setting too quickly, and at other times,
taking too long. Ambient temperature and humidity
have a profound effect on the setting time. An increase
in temperature and/or humidity will shorten the
setting time (67–69). If the setting time needs to be
increased, the glass slab used to mix the S-EBA can be
cooled (70). The powder/water ratio of SEBA has to
be correct to ensure a thick, dough-like consistency,
permitting the assistant to roll it into a thin tapered
point. The ‘dough-like’ tapered end of the thin S-EBA
‘roll’ is segmented and passed to the doctor on the end
of either a small Hollenback, or spoon, and subsequently inserted into the REP, and gently compacted
coronally with the appropriate plugger. Two to five of
these small segments are usually necessary to overfill the
REP slightly.
After the REF is complete, an instrument and/or a
multi-fluted finishing bur are used to smooth the
surface, producing the final finish. It has been demonstrated that the use of a 30-fluted tungsten carbide
finishing bur creates a better marginal adaptation to the
set S-EBA REF (71). An etchant may be used, once
again, to remove the ‘smear layer’ that was created
during the final finishing process. The removal of the
‘smear layer’ and the demineralization of the resected
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Fig. 26. Evidence for the formation of cementum on exposed human dentine without the use of an acid etchant. (A)
Photomicrograph of a retained fractured root tip from Boulger EP. Histologic studies of a specimen of fractured roots. J
Am Dent Assoc 1928: 15: 1787–1779. The coronal portion of the root segment shows significant cement formation. (B,
C) Histological demonstration of significant cementum formation on a resected root surface; tooth had a coronal
fracture and was extracted. No etchant was used subsequently to remove the smear layer from the resected root end. Note
how the cementum ceased to form adjacent to the root-end filling in (C), which was a zinc oxide-eugenol-based product.

root end are thought to enhance cementogenesis, the
key to dentoalveolar healing, by exposing the collagen
fibrils of the dentin and cementum (72). However,
these data have only been supported in an animal
model, while the use of this approach has been shown
to be unfavorable for cementum deposition when MTA
was used as an REF material (73). For decades, the
presence of cemental deposition has been observed to
occur on exposed dentinal surfaces, which supports the
fact that acid etching of the surface may not be essential
to obtain full tissue regeneration. Further research to
provide clinical directives in this matter is warranted
(Fig. 26).
One of the earlier disadvantages of S-EBA was that it
was not as radiopaque as amalgam (Fig. 27). When
initially used in apical microsurgical procedures,
dentists sometimes had difficulty determining that an
REF had, indeed, been placed. This is no longer an
issue because the profession is more familiar with the
radiographic appearance of the various currently
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accepted REF materials. Most newly advocated REF
materials have a radiographic appearance similar to SEBA and gutta-percha (74).

Composites
The use of dentin-bonding techniques requires uncompromised control of the surgical crypt. Even a small
amount of contamination can cause a failure of the
bond to the dentin surface, resulting in micro-leakage
(75). The ability to have total control of moisture in the
apical surgical environment has led to the use of
bondable composite resins as REF materials. Theoretically, any composite can be used as an REF material,
whether it is auto, dual, or light cured. Two advantages
of dual cure materials are the increase in working time
and lowered requirement for direct light necessary to
initiate and complete the set.
Optibond (Kerr) is an example of a flowable, dual
cure hybrid composite that is easily placed into the REP.
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Fig. 28. Flowable composite is easily placed with a small
CX-1 Explorer. An orange filter is available that easily and
inexpensively replaces the ‘blood filter’ on the surgical
operating microscope light source.

Fig. 27. Super EBA has a radiopacity similar to that of
gutta-percha.

Etching, conditioning of the dentin, insertion of the
selected material, and curing by chemical or light are
accomplished in the usual manner when bonding into
the REP. Because the light source for the SOM is so
intense, premature setting of the light cured material is
possible. For most microscopes, an orange filter is
available that easily and inexpensively replaces the
‘blood filter’ and eliminates this concern (Fig. 28).
Studies have shown very favorable healing when
bonded composites are utilized as an REF (74–79).
However, there is controversy as to whether the
resected surface of the root should also be coated, or
‘domed’ with the bonding material. A ‘cap’ or ‘dome’
of bonded composite can be placed with the intention
of sealing the exposed tubules of the entire resected
surface (76). The exposed tubules may, or may not be, a
factor in the healing process, as their exposure has been
controversial for decades (80).

Compomers (polyacrylic-modified composite
resins)
Because of their ease of use and other favorable
characteristics, resin-reinforced glass ionomers, such

as Geristore (DenMat), and Dyract (DENTSPLY
Caulk ), are popular. They exhibit good flowability,
dentinal self-adhesiveness, and demonstrate excellent
biocompatibility (81). Dyract and Geristore have been
shown to be equal or superior to IRM and equivalent to
S-EBA in their ability to reduce apical leakage when
used as an REF (54). Geristore is a dual-cure material,
whereas Dyract is light cured. After the compomer is
completely cured, the REF is finished with a high-speed
finishing bur or an ultrafine diamond, and the resected
root end is etched to remove the smear layer and to
demineralize the surface for enhanced healing (72).
When the entire root surface was covered, the failure
rate was 50% for the compomer, vs. 10% for the bonded
composite (76–79).

MTA
MTA has become very popular and is widely used as an
REF material. There are numerous publications extolling the virtues of this material regarding its sealing
capabilities and its favorable biocompatibility (59, 82,
83). MTA has been shown to have superior sealing
qualities when compared with S-EBA and amalgam
(60). The cellular response to MTA has also been
shown to be better than IRM and it stimulates
interleukin production, indicating biocompatibility
with adjacent cells. One of the most important
advantages of MTA is that histological responses show
evidence of tissue regeneration (reformation of bone
periodontal ligament and cementum as a functional
unit) as opposed to tissue repair (fibrous connective
tissue) (84–87) (Fig. 29).
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Fig. 29. Histological responses have evidenced tissue
regeneration as opposed to tissue repair. A cementoidlike substance has been demonstrated to cover the mineral
trioxide aggregate root-end material.

Many clinicians complain of the unforgiving handling
characteristics of MTA. The correct powder/water
ratio is three parts powder to one part sterile aqueous
solution. After mixing for about 30 s, the material
should exhibit a putty-like consistency (88). If the
mixture is too wet, it acts like wet sand and ‘slumps,’
but when too dry, it has a ‘crumbly’ and unmanageable
texture, similar to that of dried mud. In either case,
when not mixed properly, MTA can be very difficult, if
not impossible, to handle.
The central problem with MTA is that this material
can be difficult to deliver to a small REP. Most clinicians
use a syringe or carrier-type device to deliver MTA.
These devices have several limitations (89):
1. The diameter of the syringe or carrier may be too
large for small root preps.
2. The syringe and carrier devices may not reach
difficult areas of the mouth.
3. The syringe and carrier devices deliver large
amounts of MTA, resulting in excessive amounts
of material being deposited into the field.
4. The syringe devices can clog and become useless if not
properly cleaned immediately after every procedure.
Some of the available carriers used to place MTA into
the REP include the Retrofill Amalgam Carrier (Miltex,
York, PA, USA), the Messing Root Canal Gun
(Miltex), Dovgan MTA Carriers (Quality Aspirators,
Duncanville, TX, USA) (Fig. 30A), the MAP System
(PD, Vevey, Switzerland) (Fig. 30B), and the Lee MTA
Pellet Forming Block (G. Hartzell & Son, Concord,
CA, USA) (Fig. 31).
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Fig. 30. (A) Dovgan carriers come in three sizes and can
deliver mineral trioxide aggregate to the root-end
preparation in most situations. (B) Map system is also a
versatile system for placing root-end filling materials.

The Lee MTA Pellet Forming Block is a very simple
and efficient device for preparing MTA to be carried to
the REP (88, 89). Properly mixed MTA is simply wiped
onto a specially grooved block and the Lee Instrument
is used to slide the desired length of MTA out of one of
the appropriately sized grooves (Fig. 31). The MTA
adheres to the tip of the instrument, allowing for easy
placement into the REP. With this method of delivery,
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Fig. 32. (A) Pre-measured aliquot of mineral trioxide
aggregate (MTA) is easily delivered into the root-end
preparation. (B) A sufficient quantity of MTA can be
carried on the instrument to minimize the number of
‘passes’ needed to be made to the surgeon. (C) Because of
the efficiency of the system, in many cases, two to three
aliquots will suffice to overfill the REP with MTA slightly.

Fig. 31. The Lee mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) pellet
forming block greatly simplifies the process of delivering
MTA to the root-end preparation (REP). (A) The MTA
mixed to a ‘putty-like’ consistency on a spatula is (B)
placed onto the appropriate size groove in the Lee MTA
block, (C) pressed into the groove with a finger, (D) the
surface around the groove is wiped clean with a finger, (E)
the desired length of the MTA is selected, (F) to be
removed by instrument, and (G) carried to the REP in an
efficient manner. Slides courtesy Dr Arnaldo Castellucci,
Florence, Italy.

fewer ‘passes’ are required to fill the REP adequately
(Fig. 32). As with any other MTA carrier, use of the Lee
Pellet Forming Block requires the correct powder/
water ratio of MTA for ease of use. The mix must be wet
enough not to crumble, but dry enough to prevent
‘slumping.’ Adding or removing water from the
mixture leads obtains the desired ‘working consistency.’ Either a cotton pellet, used dry or moistened
with sterile water, or an irrigator, delivering air or
water, may be used for this purpose.
After the MTA is delivered into the REP, it is ‘patted’
or ‘persuaded’ to place with an appropriate plugger-

Fig. 33. (A) A plugger, or explorer tip, is placed just in
contact with the mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) and
(B) while the doctor activates the ultrasonic hand piece
with a rheostat, the assistant gently touches the nonworking end of the instrument with an activated
ultrasonic tip to ‘ultrasonically densify’ the MTA.

type instrument. Compaction, as we normally perceive
it in dentistry, should be avoided while placing this
material. If a plugger or small explorer is placed in
contact with the MTA, and the assistant gently touches
the ‘non-working end’ of the instrument with an
activated ultrasonic tip, the material ‘flows,’ entrapped
air is released, and the density of the fill is increased (90)
(Fig. 33). The radiographic appearance may also
improve with ‘ultrasonic densification’ (74) (Fig. 34).
Currently, however, there are no studies evaluating
which techniques are most efficacious for the placement of MTA.
MTA has a 2–3 h working time (68), which is more
than adequate for apical microsurgery and takes the
‘time pressure’ out of the procedure. The surface of
the MTA is finished by carving away excess material to
the level of the resected root end. This is done in a dry
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Pre-surgical restorations

Fig. 34. The radiopacity is similar, if not slightly better
than gutta-percha.

Fig. 35. Gentle curettement of the surgical crypt can
initiate fresh bleeding, if necessary, to have assurance the
hydrophilic mineral trioxide aggregate is covered with
fluid and the surgical crypt fills with blood.

field, as the moisture necessary for the final set is
derived from blood that fills the surgical crypt once the
tissue is repositioned and sutured. MTA is very
hydrophilic and requires moisture for the final set. It
is imperative that enough bleeding be re-established to
ensure that the crypt is filled with blood. If necessary,
gentle curettement of the surgical crypt will initiate the
required hemorrhage (1, 90). This is the final step in
‘crypt management,’ or hemostasis, especially when
MTA is used as the REF material (Fig. 35).
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Whenever apical microsurgery is treatment planned in
areas with difficult access such as the palatal root of
maxillary molars or either root of some lower molars,
the placement of a ‘pre-surgical restoration’ should be
considered (86). Placement of the REF prior to apical
surgery may radically simplify the procedure without
compromising hard tissue healing (87). In such cases,
the canal(s) should be slightly ‘over prepared’ nonsurgically to approximately 1 mm short of the apical
terminus so that it can be more easily and completely
filled with MTA. Because ultrasonic REP results in a
larger than normal canal size at the apex, and the apex
will be resected at the 3 mm level anyway, fears of
excessive ‘overenlargement’ during conventional canal
preparation techniques are of no concern. The MTA
should be placed, ‘ultrasonically densified,’ and allowed
to set for 24–48 h. When the set of the MTA is
confirmed, the rest of the coronal seal, or foundation
restoration, should be completed under sterile conditions before apical microsurgery is performed. By
placing the foundation restoration at this time, coronal
micro-leakage is minimized and the predictability of a
favorable postsurgical result is enhanced. The subsequent apical surgical procedure is now less complicated
as the set MTA is unaffected by the root resection
procedure and placement of an REF is no longer
required (86). A similar technique may be used when
entire roots are to be resected or teeth hemisected (1).
As stated previously, the underlying reason for apical
surgery is almost invariably because of persistent
infection and residual necrotic tissue left in the root
canal space (38–40). Therefore, treatment must be
directed at reducing or eradicating these contaminants
from within the REP. The use of either 17% EDTA,
10% citric acid, 35% phosphoric acid, or MTAD,
followed by irrigating with 2% CHX (41–43), will
decrease bacterial load and increase the predictability of
success. Before placement of the MTA, temporarily
filling the prepared canal space with calcium hydroxide
(Pulpdent or UltraCal XS, Ultradent) for a minimum of
7 days, has been demonstrated to reduce contamination of the dentinal tubules in the canal walls and will
also increase predictability of complete healing (91–93).

Conclusion
As the SOM became popularized for use in endodontic
apical surgery, the expected outcome of the surgical

Root-end management
procedure has become more predictable. The ‘technological explosion’ since 1990 has led to unprecedented
advancements and improvements in all areas of surgical
treatment, including root-end procedures. Newer
techniques, instruments, and materials can be used to
effectively overcome the factors that prevented favorable responses to previous surgical endodontic treatment. There is much to consider when performing the
root-end procedures, but if the above steps are
followed properly in an orderly fashion, healing should
be successful and uneventful.
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